
Documentary history of the Basotho (Lesotho)

Ethnographic archives of the missionary David Frédéric Ellenberger
on microfiche

A unique collection of mostly
unpublished documents by David
Frédéric Ellenberger completed by his
son René Ellenberger, collected and
partly edited by his grandson Paul
Ellenberger, covering the history of the
Basotho's from early times until 1854.
With many maps, often handdrawn,
accompanied by many additional
documents on the subject.

The missionary David Frédéric
Ellenberger, born in 1835, left for
Lesotho in 1860, and during the more
than 45 years of his ministry in Lesotho,
patiently collected, on the spot,
everything which could possibly
concern the history of the people. By
questioning every African, every
individual with whom he made contact,
he scrupulously recorded every scrap of
information and a multitude of details
from the vast collective memory of a
people. He discovered that this memory
went back in an amazingly exact way,
sometimes as far as 22 generations, as it
did to the ancestors of the Barolong or
the Bakhatla, indeed even 32
generations for the ancestral branch of
the Bafokeng (just as had been
discovered elsewhere). Assuming an
average of 30 years between two
generations, this pointed to events going
back as far as the 13th century, or in
rarer, isolated cases, right back to the
end of the 10th century. This memory,
thus concerning more than 1000 years,
allowed him to piece together accurate
genealogies and to establish a history
covering numerous minor incidents,
revealing what had happened to this
people throughout their long epic
history; their localization thus
reconstructed, seems to be just about the
same as today's, all occurring between
the Limpopo and the Orange rivers, as
far as 30° latitude south by 30°
longitude east, with various fluctuations

or local migrations (in the
and east-west directions and the
opposite in following centuries, most
probably for climatic reasons).

One can see in an active way how the
different ethnic Sotho groups
developed, evolved and met, either
while remaining independent or by
forming alliances in a variety of ways
before fmally, under the aegis of Great
Chief Moshoeshoe I, born around 1782,
forming the people or nation known as
the Basotho, inhabiting the vast Lesotho
of old (reduced to a minimum today by
the spoliatoiy conquests of white men).

Paul Ellenberger
Co-founder of the Morija Museum
Grandson of D.F. Ellenberger

Finding aids

The microfiches come with a detailed
printed guide with all items, both
printed works and manuscripts, related
to the microfiches.

The archives of D.F. Ellenberger are
housed in the Morija museum,
Morija, Lesotho.
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Documentary history of the Basotho (Lesotho)

Ethnographic archives of the missionary David Frédéric Ellenberger
on microfiche

A unique collection of mostly
unpublished documents by David
Frédéric Ellenberger completed by his
son René Ellenberger, collected and
partly edited by his grandson Paul
Ellenberger, covering the history of the
Basotho's from early times until 1854.
With many maps, often handdrawn,
accompanied by many additional
documents on the subject.

The missionary David Frédéric
Ellenberger, born in 1835, left for
Lesotho in 1860, and during the more
than 45 years of his ministry in Lesotho,
patiently collected, on the spot,
everything which could possibly
concern the history of the people. By
questioning every African, every
individual with whom he made contact,
he scrupulously recorded every scrap of
information and a multitude of details
from the vast collective memory of a
people. He discovered that this memory
went back in an amazingly exact way,
sometimes as far as 22 generations, as it
did to the ancestors of the Barolong or
the Bakhatla, indeed even 32
generations for the ancestral branch of
the Bafokeng (just as had been
discovered elsewhere). Assuming an
average of 30 years between two
generations, this pointed to events going
back as far as the 13th century, or in
rarer, isolated cases, right back to the
end of the 10th century. This memory,
thus concerning more than 1000 years,
allowed him to piece together accurate
genealogies and to establish a history
covering numerous minor incidents,
revealing what had happened to this
people throughout their long epic
history; their localization thus
reconstructed, seems to be just about the
same as today's, all occurring between
the Limpopo and the Orange rivers, as
far as 30° latitude south by 30°
longitude east, with various fluctuations

or local migrations (hi the north-south
and east-west directions and the
opposite in following centuries, most
probably for climatic reasons).

One can see in an active way how the
different ethnic Sotho groups
developed, evolved and met, either
while remaining independent or by
forming alliances in a variety of ways
before finally, under the aegis of Great
Chief Moshoeshoe I, born around 1782,
forming the people or nation known as
the Basotho, inhabiting the vast Lesotho
of old (reduced to a minimum today by
the spoliatory conquests of white men).

Paul Ellenberger
Co-founder of the Morija Museum
Grandson of D.F. Ellenberger

Finding aids

The microfiches come with a detailed
printed guide with all items, both
printed works and manuscripts, related
to the microfiches.

The archives of D.F. Ellenberger are
housed in the Morija museum,
Morija, Lesotho.
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Price and other information

(including printed guide)

Scope 24 items

Number of fiche 60

Size of fiche 105 x 148mm

Film type Positive silver halide

Reduction ratio 1: 20

Order instructions
Orders can be placed directly with IDC,
and should be addressed to:

IDC Order Department
P.O. Box 11205
2301 EE Leiden
The Netherlands

or: Fax 31-71-13 17 21

External
finding aids

Order number

A printed guide relating the filmed items to the microfiches

144/1

Order numbers should be indicated on
all orders. and correspondence. Delay
cannot be avoided if these order
numbers are not indicated.
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Prices are given in Dutch guilders, and
are subject to change without notice.
(For the European Community only:
domestic VAT taxes are not included.)

Prepaid orders are sent postpaid. If not
prepaid, a 5% charge is added for
postage, insurance, and handling costs
(minimum charge Dfl 15).

Bank accounts:
ABN.AMRO, Leiden, The Netherlands,

account no. 566 314 967 /
SWIFT no. ABN ANL 2A

Postbank account no. 623 224.

Also available from IDC
Paris Evangelical Missionary Society
Archives 1822-1935

Département Evangélique Francais d'Act ion
Apostolique (DEFAP), Paris.

The Paris Evangelical Missionary
Society was founded in 1822. It sent its
first missionaries to Africa in the 1820's
and remained active on that continent
into the 20th century. In the second half
of the 19± century it extended its work
to Oceania (Tahiti and New Caledonia).

• 5,984 microfiche
• Orderno.:H-2100-2107/1

Including printed guide (154 pp.)

Detailed brochures are available free
on request.

VAT registration no. IDC:
NL001540610B01

Price and other information Order instructions

(including printed guide)

Scope 24 items

Number of fiche 60

Size of fiche 105 χ 148 mm

Film type Positive silver halide

Reduction ratio 1 : 20

External A printed guide relating the filmed items to the microfiches
finding aids

Order number H-2144/1
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Orders can be placed directly with IDC,
and should be addressed to:

IDC Order Department
P.O. Box 11205
2301 EE Leiden
The Netherlands

or: Fax 31-71-13 1721

VAT registration no. IDC:
NL001540610B01

Order numbers should be indicated on
all orders· and correspondence. Delay
cannot be avoided if these order
numbers are not indicated.

Prices are given in Dutch guilders, and
are subject to change without notice.
(For the European Community only:
domestic VAT taxes are not included.)

Prepaid orders are sent postpaid. If not
prepaid, a 5% charge is added for
postage, insurance, and handling costs
(minimum charge Dfl 15).

Bank accounts:
ABN-AMRO, Leiden, The Netherlands,

account no. 566 314 967 /
SWIFT no. ABN ANL2A

Postbank account no. 623 224.

Also available from IDC
Paris Evangelical Missionary Society
Archives 1822-1935

Département Evangélique Français d'Action
Apostolique (DEFAP), Paris.

The Paris Evangelical Missionary
Society was founded in 1822. It sent its
first missionaries to Africa in the 1820's
and remained active on that continent
into the 20th century. In the second half
of the 19th century it extended its work
to Oceania (Tahiti and New Caledonia).

• 5,984 microfiche
• Order no.: H-2100-2107/1

Including printed guide ( 154 pp.)

Detailed brochures are available free
on request.
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